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This paper is the first reported investigation of the role of non-temporal acoustic cues in the

singleton-geminate contrast in Lebanese Arabic, alongside the more frequently reported temporal

cues. The aim is to explore the extent to which singleton and geminate consonants show qualitative

differences in a language where phonological length is prominent and where moraic structure gov-

erns segment timing and syllable weight. Twenty speakers (ten male, ten female) were recorded

producing trochaic disyllables with medial singleton and geminate fricatives preceded by phonolog-

ically short and long vowels. The following acoustic measures were applied on the medial fricative

and surrounding vowels: absolute duration; intensity; fundamental frequency; spectral peak and

shape, dynamic amplitude, and voicing patterns of medial fricatives; and vowel quality and voice

quality correlates of surrounding vowels. Discriminant analysis and receiver operating characteris-

tics (ROC) curves were used to assess each acoustic cue’s contribution to the singleton-geminate

contrast. Classification rates of 89% and ROC curves with an area under the curve rate of 96% con-

firmed the major role played by temporal cues, with non-temporal cues contributing to the contrast

but to a much lesser extent. These results confirm that the underlying contrast for gemination in

Arabic is temporal, but highlight [þtense] (fortis) as a secondary feature.

VC 2015 Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4922514]

[JFL] Pages: 344–360

I. INTRODUCTION

The phonetic and phonological aspects of gemination

have been the subject of investigation in various languages,

and different approaches to the representation and imple-

mentation of the singleton vs geminate contrast have been

proposed. From a phonological point of view, gemination

typically refers to a consonantal length contrast which can

be employed for lexical, morphological, and/or pragmatic

purposes (e.g., Broselow et al., 1997; Cohn, 2003; Davis,

2011). From a phonetic point of view, the contrast has a vari-

ety of temporal and non-temporal manifestations which vary

in their magnitude and domain depending on the language in

question.

A. Acoustic and articulatory characteristics
of gemination

The majority of studies have shown that consonant dura-

tion is a major acoustic cue to the singleton vs geminate con-

trast [e.g., Al-Tamimi and Khattab (2011) and Khattab and

Al-Tamimi (2014) on Lebanese Arabic; Arvaniti and

Tserdanelis (2000) and Tserdanelis and Arvaniti (2001) on

Cypriot Greek; Esposito and di Benedetto (1999) on Italian;

Ham (2001) on Bernese, Levantine Arabic, Hungarian, and

Madurese; Hansen (2004) on Persian; Hassan (2003) on

Iraqi Arabic; Idemaru and Guion (2008) on Japanese; Lahiri

and Hankamer (1988) on Turkish; Ridouane (2007) on

Berber; among others].

Studies of the preceding vowel’s duration have yielded

conflicting results. Some studies show the vowel preceding

the geminate consonant to be shorter (Esposito and di

Benedetto, 1999; Ham, 2001; Ridouane, 2007), while others

have found the reverse pattern (Hansen, 2004; Hassan, 2003;

Idemaru and Guion, 2008; Lahiri and Hankamer, 1988;

Tserdanelis and Arvaniti, 2001). Various explanations relat-

ing to language-specific rules for weight, stress patterns, and

syllable structure have been proposed in these studies.

In addition to quantity differences between singleton

and geminate consonants, researchers have found qualitative

differences in the articulation of each category. For example,

in articulatory work geminate stops and fricatives have been

shown to involve more contact than singletons in electropa-

latography traces [Payne (2006) on Italian], while singletons

are often lenited/fricated (Ridouane, 2007). In the case of fri-

catives, the increased area of contact in geminates creates a

narrower constriction, which is presumed to increase the

noise frequency due to higher air pressure (Payne, 2006).

Acoustically, geminate stops have been observed to

have higher burst amplitude, a higher number of bursts and

stronger bursts [Abramson (1999) on Pattani Malay; McKay

(1980) on Rembarrnga; Ridouane (2007)]. The syllable in a

post-geminate position has been shown to have higher inten-

sity, root mean square amplitude and f0 than in post-

singletons (Abramson, 1999; Idemaru and Guion, 2008;

Ridouane, 2007). Lateral geminates have been shown to

have a more palatalized configuration with lower F1 and

higher F2 and F3 [Local and Simpson (1999) on Malayalam;

Payne (2006)]. Voice quality differences have also been

associated with the singleton vs geminate contrast, thougha)Electronic mail: Jalal.Al-Tamimi@newcastle.ac.uk
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the picture here is mixed. Idemaru and Guion (2008) and

Local and Simpson (1988) suggest that geminate consonants

are associated with phonatory tightness, creak, and tense

articulation, while Arvaniti and Tserdanelis (2000) suggest

that this only applies to fricative geminates, whereas stops

and affricates are associated with breathy voice. Preceding

vowels have been shown to present more fronted and/or

closer articulation (higher F2 and/or lower F1) in geminate

laterals (Local and Simpson, 1988, 1999), while no differen-

ces in the formant structure of the preceding vowel have

been found between singleton and geminate Italian stops

(Esposito and di Benedetto, 1999) or stops, fricatives, nasals,

and liquids in Cypriot Greek (Arvaniti and Tserdanelis,

2000).

The prevalence of the non-temporal manifestation

reported above has led some researchers to suggest that the

singleton vs geminate contrast in some languages is funda-

mentally based on a lenis/fortis or lax/tense contrast, with

secondary [e.g., Kohler (1984); McKay (1980); Nellis and

Hollenbach (1980) on Cajonos Zapotec] and sometimes

primary temporal consequences [e.g., DiCanio (2012) on

Itunyoso Trique]. This is not surprising given that long du-

ration and articulatory strength often go hand in hand. For

instance, long segments require articulatory strength to

maintain the constriction, since the act of moving and

holding the articulators for longer requires higher articula-

tory effort (Catford, 1977). On the other hand, fortis conso-

nants are produced with higher pulmonic strength, leading

to high pressure behind the place of articulation and greater

time spent in an extreme articulation (Jaeger, 1983;

Jakobson et al., 1976); this in turn leads to longer duration,

which contrasts with the shorter duration of lenis conso-

nants, alongside reduced voicing and many of the non-

temporal manifestations reported above. Jessen (2001) pro-

vides an account of how phonetic lengthening as a second-

ary consequence of tense articulations can be phonologized

in some languages like Swiss German and become the pri-

mary cue for the contrast in question. DiCanio (2012) fur-

ther shows how a fortis/lenis contrast in Zapotec languages

can be primarily based on duration and glottal width,

which varies depending on stress position. In relation to

the role of glottal states, Jessen (2001) and Nellis and

Hollenbach (1980) note a correlation between a contrast

based on tenseness or fortis articulation and languages

which exhibit a certain profile of glottal timing in their

stop contrast, e.g., the presence of aspirated stops, the lack

of voiced geminates, and/or compensatory shortening/

lengthening of preceding vowels. It is therefore important

to consider language-specific prosodic constraints which

govern phonetic and phonological timing, syllable struc-

ture, and (non-)contrastive vowel length (see, e.g., Ham,

2001, pp. 6–14).

B. Gemination in Lebanese Arabic

Vowel and consonant length play a major role in Arabic

phonology and morphology [e.g., /’katab/ “(he) wrote” vs

/’kat+ab/ “(he) made someone write”; /’da+m/ “(he) lasted

(verb)” vs /’dam+/ “blood (noun),” Ham (2001); Nasr

(1960)]. All consonants in Lebanese Arabic (LA) can be

geminated and vowel length is also contrastive. Word medial

fricatives in LA can occur in different trochaic syllable struc-

tures with short and long vowels preceding singleton and

geminate consonants:

’CVCVC ) /’?as¿am/ (he divided),

’CVC:VC ) /’?as¿+am/ (he partitioned),

’CV:CVC ) /’?a+s¿am/ (he shared),

’CV:C:V(C)) /’?a+s¿+a/ (having cut (fem.)).

Medial geminate consonants are also found in iambic

structures (e.g., /ba’s¿+a+r/, “fortune teller”) but these are

not examined here. Post-lexical geminates are also com-

mon, arising from assimilation of the definite article /?al/

with a following coronal consonant, e.g., Standard Arabic

/?al/þ/suuq/ “the market” > /?assuuq/ > [ssuu?] in LA.

Studies on gemination in Arabic are relatively scarce and

tend to include very few subjects (e.g., Ham, 2001;

Hassan, 2003; Nasr, 1960). In these and our own previous

studies (e.g., Al-Tamimi and Khattab, 2011; Khattab, 2007;

Khattab and Al-Tamimi, 2014) durational differences have

been reported to significantly distinguish between singleton

and geminate consonants in Arabic, however, we are not

aware of any study that has researched non-temporal pat-

terns in the implementation of this contrast in Arabic and

their potential contribution to the acoustic basis of the

contrast.

This is interesting given that the Arabic term for gemi-

nation, /taSdi+d/, literally means “strengthening,”

“intensification,” or “reinforcement.” There are various

motivations for an investigation of this kind: first, a qualita-

tive distinction would parallel relatively recent findings on

qualitative differences in contrastive vowel length in Arabic

(Alghamdi, 1998; Al-Tamimi, 2007); these have only been

particularly noted since experimental work on Arabic vow-

els started to emerge, with previous small-scale studies sug-

gesting that the contrast is purely durational (e.g., Al-Ani,

1970, among others). Second, while the phonology of

Arabic is heavily oriented towards phonological contrasts in

vowels and consonants that are based on length and moraic

timing (e.g., Broselow et al., 1997; Davis, 2011; Watson,

2007), it is important to examine the phonetic basis of pho-

nological length in order to test whether articulatory

strength still plays a role in a contrast that is heavily based

on phonetic timing. This would highlight the correlation

between the two and enable the study of perceptual cues

that might enhance this contrast. Third, and in relation to

this last point, an exploration of primary and secondary

cues in the implementation of gemination can help interpret

developmental patterns in the acquisition of gemination in

Arabic, where children might initially latch on to a second-

ary cue and use it instead of a primary one in their produc-

tion (Khattab and Al-Tamimi, 2013).

C. Acoustic characteristics of fricatives

Acoustic characteristics of fricatives have been

described in various studies, and most of the research has

attempted to classify fricatives in terms of place of
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articulation and/or voicing differences (for a comprehensive

review of the literature, see Maniwa et al., 2009; Shadle,

2012, among others). Several acoustic cues for distinguish-

ing fricatives have been investigated, including the peak fre-

quency, spectral moments, formant transitions, overall and

dynamic amplitude, duration, to name a few (Forrest et al.,

1988; Jesus and Shadle, 2002; Jongman et al., 2000; Li

et al., 2009; Maniwa et al., 2009; Shadle, 2012). The peak

location and/or spectral moments are mostly used to describe

fricatives and the literature suggests that the peak frequency,

the centroid (M1), and the skewness (L3) are negatively cor-

related with the length of the front resonating cavity; with

more front articulations showing higher centroid (M1) and

peak frequencies and positive skewness (L3). The standard

deviation (M2) and the kurtosis (L4) can distinguish flat-

diffuse from peaked-compact spectra with higher values for

the former, and can also distinguish the tongue posture

between apical and laminal areas with the former posture

showing more peaked spectrum with lower standard devia-

tion (M2) and higher kurtosis (L4) as between Swedish and

American /t/ (Forrest et al., 1988; Jongman et al., 2000; Li

et al., 2009; Maniwa et al., 2009; Shadle, 2012, among

others). In investigating acoustic characteristics of fricatives

in clear vs conversation speech (or high vs low effort levels,

respectively), some studies report that fricatives produced in

clear speech have longer duration, higher peak location and

centroid and higher F2 transitions (Maniwa et al., 2009), and

higher dynamic amplitude (Ad) reflecting higher effort levels

associated with clear speech (Jesus and Shadle, 2002). We

chose to borrow these measures for the investigation of the

singleton-geminate contrast in fricatives given their potential

in detecting place of articulation differences and/or fortis

articulation in geminates.

II. METHOD

A. Speakers and data recording

Twenty Lebanese speakers (ten male, ten female) with

no reported history of speech disorders and aged between 18

and 40 were recruited from Beirut. All speakers were

university-educated and were born and raised in Lebanon.

Half of the speakers lived in Beirut for the majority of their

life and the remaining speakers studied and lived there for at

least 2 years. No other criteria were used to control for their

dialectal background. They were all familiar with Standard

Arabic through education, and they were all exposed to

English and French due to the multilingual nature of

Lebanon. The speakers were audio-recorded while reading a

word-list with randomized target short and long vowels pre-

ceding singleton and geminate medial fricatives in four tro-

chaic disyllabic structures: ’CVCVC, ’CV+CVC, ’CVC+VC,

and ’CV+C+VC (see examples in Sec. I B). These structures

represent the four-way durational contrast that can occur in

LA, whereby both long and short vowels can precede single-

ton and geminate consonants. While the first three structures

are very common in LA, the fourth (with phonological

length in both the medial fricative and preceding vowel) is

relatively rare and in fact a small number of target words

with the ’CV+C+V were rejected by some of our participants

despite surviving our piloting phase.

The corpus consisted of production of all singleton

and geminate consonants (C/C: hereafter) in LA, including

stops, fricatives, nasals, liquids, and approximants. The

total number of words produced by the speakers was 5171.

A subset of the corpus dealing with fricative consonants is

presented here, and the remaining results are presented

elsewhere (e.g., Al-Tamimi and Khattab, 2011; Khattab

and Al-Tamimi, 2014). The decision to focus on fricatives

was made because they constitute the largest category in

the LA consonant inventory (10 out of the 24 consonants,

covering most places of articulation. Moreover, the non-

durational acoustic cues that are relevant for analysis in fri-

catives are quite different from those relevant for other

manners of articulation.

Near minimal-pair sets were used with the medial C/C:

being one of all possible fricatives in LA: /f s s¿ z S Z x Ç ¯ h/,

and target vowels preceding and following the medial C/C:

were either /a/ or /a+/, though /a+/ was frequently realized

as [e+] or [E+] due to Im�ala (a process that involves raising

long /a+/; Nasr, 1960). Up to three words per consonant

and syllable structure were selected as representative of all

possible words containing the target singleton vs geminate

environments and fricative phonemes (see Table IV in the

Appendix). Due to the large number of words in the total

corpus (in which we looked at all manners of articulation),

no repetitions were recorded and no carrier sentence was

used in order for the task not to be too tedious for the par-

ticipants, who were recorded for a total of an hour each.

Instead, the tokens were randomized and fillers were added

before presentation in order to distract the attention of the

speakers from the aim of the study. While the tokens were

presented to the participants in the written form using

Arabic script, which in Arabic can run the risk of eliciting

a Standard Arabic pronunciation, many of the lexical items

were specific to the Lebanese variety and the subjects were

instructed to produce all the words as if they were speak-

ing in their own variety in an informal style. This method

worked well for all but one subject, who could not refrain

from switching to the Standard Arabic variety on seeing

the written script; this subject was subsequently replaced.

For the remaining subjects, we obtained speech material

that is representative of the LA variety. Recordings were

made in a quiet room, using an R9 solid-state recorder

with a SONY MS957 Uni-directional Stereo Electret

Condenser microphone (frequency response 50–18000Hz),

and digitized at 44.1 kHz, in mono channel and 16-bit

quantization.

B. Data processing and acoustic analyses

1. Data segmentation

Due to technical errors or words being rejected by

speakers, 1726 different words out of 1880 target words

were produced by all the speakers. Acoustic and auditory

analyses were done using PRAAT (Boersma and Weenink,

2009). The data were labeled semi-automatically using the

package STK (Farinas et al., 2005); whereby several C and V
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intervals were automatically added based on fundamental

frequency f0 and intensity computation. These intervals were

then transferred into TextGrids and manually inspected to

correct for potential errors in boundary positioning, using

the following segmentation criteria (see Fig. 1).

(a) The starting point of vowels was determined in accord-

ance with the rise in amplitude from the previous con-

sonant and appearance of a homogeneous formant

structure, and the end point in accordance with a drop

in amplitude and disappearance of or abrupt change in

formants. Any voiceless portions after the following

vowel [see (C) on tier “C/V,” Fig. 1] were not included

in the analysis as this portion seems not to contribute

to the perception of vowel duration (see Nakai et al.,

2009).

(b) Boundaries of medial fricatives were determined

according to the onset and offset of visible and/or audi-

ble friction, including any period of silence which

sometimes preceded/followed the fricative.

2. Acoustic analyses

A PRAAT script was designed by the first author to per-

form all the acoustic measurements. To obtain accurate

measurements at the different positions of a vowel or a frica-

tive, measurement frame positions were estimated (follow-

ing Al-Tamimi, 2007). The acoustic periodicity of voiced

frames was first estimated through a PointProcess (cross-

correlation) analysis following an f0 estimation (see below

for more details on f0 estimation). Then for each speaker, the

average length of a complete glottal cycle was computed,

which ranged over 8–10ms for male and 4–6ms for female

speakers. The initial estimates of measurement times were

obtained from the TextGrids following the segmentation as

described above. They were then adjusted to match the time

of maximum intensity occurring within the length of an aver-

age glottal cycle, left-aligned to the original onset estimate,

right-aligned to the original offset estimate, and centered at

the original midpoint estimate. The intensity values, com-

puted every 5ms, were interpolated before computing the

maximum; the adjustments that resulted from this process

were up to 2–3ms around the original positions (see posi-

tions 1, 2, and 3 for onset, midpoint and offset in Fig. 1, tier

“points”). All the reported measurements are obtained at the

estimated positions. The following acoustic measurements

were taken from the data.

a. Absolute duration. Obtained from the start to the end

point of each fricative and vowel (Fig. 1, tier 3).

b. Intensity. Obtained at the onset, midpoint and offset

of each fricative and vowel using PRAAT’s default settings,

with a time step of 5ms and interpolated.

c. Fundamental frequency. Obtained at the onset, mid-

point and offset of each fricative and vowel using the two-

pass method to accurately estimate f0 for each speaker

(Hirst, 2011). PRAAT’S default settings were used for the first

pass (5ms step, 40ms Gaussian window), while for the sec-

ond pass, the estimated pitch ceiling and floor were adapted

to each speaker, by obtaining the first and third quartiles

and multiplying each by a coefficient; 0.75 and 1.5, respec-

tively, with a 5ms step and an effective Gaussian window

length of 30 and 20ms for male and female speakers,

respectively. The new estimated values were in the range of

100–300Hz for a male and of 150–400Hz for a female

speaker. f0 curves were not smoothed to prevent overesti-

mation of f0 tracks; therefore, only true voiced frames were

measured yielding fewer analyzed tokens depending on the

position (see Sec. III C). This measure was taken to explore

potential differences in f0 frequencies in both the medial

fricatives and the surrounding vowels that are due to

gemination.

d. Spectral moments in medial fricatives. The four

spectral moments [i.e., centroid (M1), standard deviation

(M2), skewness (L3), and kurtosis (L4)], the peak location,

and the dynamic amplitude (Ad) were used to evaluate

potential increase/decrease in these coefficients which may

be linked to differences in place of articulation between sin-

gleton and geminate consonants, or differences in effort

level. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time

spectral moments have been used to investigate potential dif-

ferences between singleton and geminate fricative conso-

nants. To correctly estimate the four spectral moments, the

peak, and the dynamic amplitude, time-averaged power

spectra were used. The sound files were low-pass filtered

FIG. 1. Wideband spectrogram of the word /¯a+s+e/ “I feel” produced by a

female speaker, and segmentation into C and V (consonant and vowel,

respectively, see tier C/V), points of measurements (tier points), followed by

a narrowband spectrogram and boundaries for the voiced and unvoiced

frames (V and U, respectively, see tier V/U).
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with an anti-aliasing filter with cutoff frequency of 18 kHz

(the frequency response of the microphone), down sampled

to 36 kHz and pre-emphasized by a factor of 0.98 (following

Forrest et al., 1988; Jongman et al., 2000; Maniwa et al.,

2009, among others, to allow for direct comparison of

results). Time-averaging of the power spectra was used over

ensemble-averaging as the target words were repeated once

(see Jesus and Shadle, 2002; Shadle, 2012). We considered

the long domain time-averaged power spectra to account for

dynamic properties of each fricative obtained at the most sta-

ble region of the fricative excluding the transitions; 80% of

the total duration of the fricative was used for the computa-

tions (durationsteady–state hereafter). A minimum duration of

63ms was considered optimal to estimate the power spectra

to allow for up to 50% overlap between the windows; impos-

ing this minimum duration meant that only 49 fricatives out

of 1726 were excluded due to having a short duration. Nine

10ms Kaiser-2 windowed intervals were evenly spaced

within the durationsteady–state of the fricative, with a maxi-

mum of 50% overlap between the windows for durations of

fricatives from 63ms up to no overlap for durations of

120ms and above. The first and last windows were left- and

right-aligned to the edges of the steady-state region of the

fricative, one window was centered in the middle of the fri-

cative and the remaining six windows were evenly spaced

from the midpoint. For each windowed interval, a 256-point

zero-padded discrete Fourier transform (DFT) spectrum was

computed. The complex valued spectrum was averaged prior

to log transforming the results in dB. In each frequency bin,

the real and imaginary parts were squared and summed to

form a magnitude-squared value, then the magnitude-

squared values at each frequency bin across the nine spectra

were averaged to form a single spectrum. Then the log val-

ues of each magnitude-squared value are found to form the

log of the averaged power spectrum in dB. The four spectral

moments of the averaged power spectrum were obtained

using PRAAT’S default settings, with the centroid (M1) repre-

senting the first spectral moment of the averaged power

spectrum, the standard deviation (M2) representing the

square-root of the second centralized moment of the aver-

aged power spectrum; the skewness (L3) and kurtosis (L4)

represent the normalized third and fourth centralized

moments of the averaged power spectrum; these were nor-

malized by the second central moment (the third centralized

moment was divided by 1.5 power of the second central

moment, and the fourth was divided by the square of the sec-

ond central moment minus 3) to enable direct comparison of

these dimensionless moments (see Forrest et al., 1988;

Jongman et al., 2000; Maniwa et al., 2009, among others).

The peak was considered to be the peak with the highest am-

plitude in the whole frequency distribution between 0.5 and

18 kHz (with 0.5 kHz being used to exclude effects of f0 and/

or harmonics). Dynamic amplitude (Ad) was then estimated

to evaluate potential differences in effort level that may be

associated with the singleton vs geminate contrast. Dynamic

amplitude (Ad) represents the difference between the maxi-

mum amplitude occurring between 0.5–18 kHz and the mini-

mum amplitude occurring between 0 and 2 kHz (Jesus and

Shadle, 2002).

e. Voicing patterns in medial fricatives. To quantify

voicing patterns in fricatives, phonologically voiced and

voiceless fricatives were separated in order to investigate the

degree of devoicing for voiced fricatives or voicing shadows

for voiceless fricatives. The sound file was first low-pass fil-

tered at 500Hz and f0 estimation was used (as described

above). Then PRAAT’S VUV function was used with an aver-

age duration of a complete glottal cycle adapted to each

speaker (see above) and with a minimum of 20ms for con-

tinuous voiced or unvoiced intervals. Automatic estimation

of the voiced/unvoiced frames was then manually checked

for potential errors, by investigating both a narrowband spec-

trogram and f0 tracks (see Fig. 1, narrowband spectrogram

and tier “V/U”). Errors constituted less than 5% of the data.

Then the percentage of voicing in each fricative was

computed.

f. Formant frequencies of surrounding vowels. Formant

frequencies (F1, F2, and F3) of surrounding vowels were

used to evaluate potential qualitative differences linked

with the singleton vs geminate environments. These were

obtained from a 25ms Gaussian window with a 5ms time

step and interpolation. A maximum of five formants were

requested in the formant analysis using the default Burg

algorithm for formant estimation with a maximum fre-

quency of 5 kHz for male and 5.5 kHz for female speakers.

Then PRAAT’S formant track function was used in order to

limit errors in automatic formant estimation. Formant fre-

quencies were obtained at the midpoint and offset of the

preceding vowel and at the onset and midpoint of the fol-

lowing vowel. Formant frequencies were then verified

manually to prevent potential errors obtained from auto-

matic extraction (errors constituted less than 5% of the

data).

g. Voice quality correlates of surrounding vowels. The

following four voice quality measures were used: *H1-*H2,

*H1–A1, *H1–A2, and *H1-*A3, with the asterisk reflecting

normalized measures to correct for the boosting effect of

formants on these harmonics (following Iseli et al., 2007).

These four acoustic measures were shown to reflect differ-

ences in voice quality (Arvaniti and Tserdanelis, 2000; Iseli

et al., 2007; Idemaru and Guion, 2008). The sound file was

low-pass filtered with an anti-aliasing filter with cut-off fre-

quency of 5 kHz for male and 5.5 kHz for female, down-

sampled to 10 kHz for male and 11 kHz for female speak-

ers, and pre-emphasized by a factor of 0.98. Intervals 40ms

long were defined, left-aligned at the offset of the preceding

vowel and right-aligned at the onset of the following vowel,

and windowed using Kaiser-2 window function. The DFT

was computed for each 40ms windowed signal and the log-

arithmic power spectral density, with a bin size of 11Hz,

was computed. Then amplitudes of the first and second har-

monics and of the first to the third formants were automati-

cally obtained by detecting the highest peaks for a

particular harmonic. Starting with H1 and H2, the maximum

amplitude was obtained in the region from f0*0.9 to f0*1.1

for the former and in the region from 2*f0*0.95 to

2*f0*1.05 for the latter. For the amplitude of the harmonics
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closest to the three first formants, the maximum amplitude

was obtained in the region from F1 – 0.5*Bandwidth1 to

F1þ 0.5*Bandwidth1 for A1, from F2 – 0.5*Bandwidth2 to

F2þ 0.5*Bandwidth2 for A2, and from F3 – 0.5*Bandwidth3
to F3þ 0.5*Bandwidth3 for A3. The automatic detection of

the highest peak for H1, H2, A1, A2, and A3 was manually

checked to prevent errors (errors constituted less than 5% of

the data).

C. Statistical analyses

1. Z-score transformation

In order to reliably compare acoustic measurements

varying in scales in the extent to which they play a role in

the singleton vs geminate contrast, all acoustic measure-

ments were Z-scored. To obtain Z-scores for a particular

acoustic measure, for example, the duration of a particular

fricative, we started by subtracting the duration of that frica-

tive from the average duration and the result was then di-

vided by the standard deviation of duration (average and

standard deviation were obtained from all fricatives and

vowels in the four syllabic shapes, for each speaker). 99.7%

of Z-scores range between þ3 and �3 and can be interpreted

by evaluating the distance of a Z-score from zero; for exam-

ple, a Z-score of �0.59 (see Z-score duration of the medial

fricative in CVCVC, Fig. 2) indicates a low absolute dura-

tion compared to all other segments. Then we compare this

Z-score with that of a comparable geminate environment,

e.g., medial fricative in CVC:VC; þ1.20. The difference

between the singleton and geminate categories is then eval-

uated as the percentage difference between the left-tailed

probability percentile of each Z-score, which yields a per-

centage of þ217.3% rise in Z-score duration in the geminate

environment compared to the singleton. When the probabil-

ity percentile difference is close to 0%, no significant differ-

ences are obtained. Graphical results are based on Z-scores

and reference to raw data will be made to evaluate absolute

differences.

2. Analysis of variance and effect size measures

To examine potential differences between the singleton

and geminate environments, several three-way UNIVARIATE

analyses were applied on all the measurements. Effects of

the word type as a random factor were evaluated and results

were non-significant from low to high level interactions, sug-

gesting a homogeneous set of realizations. Therefore we

averaged all the productions from a particular speaker, pho-

neme and syllable structure into one value in order to reduce

the error in the final statistical model. The data were sepa-

rated by preceding vowel, fricative and following vowel, and

statistical analyses were applied where appropriate. All sta-

tistical analyses were applied using the UNIVARIATE

Generalized Linear Model in SPSS 19. Three independent var-

iables were included as fixed factors, as we are using all pos-

sible combinations of consonant length, vowel length and

fricative phonemes in LA: Consonant length (two levels, sin-

gleton vs geminate), vowel length (two levels, short vs long

vowel preceding the fricative), and phonemes (ten fricative

consonants). The dependent variables in each three-way

UNIVARIATE analyses were each acoustic measurement

[statistical results reported are significant at p� 0.023 after

the false discovery rate (FDR) alpha correction]. T-tests

were used to evaluate the differences observed in consonant

length in the two short and long vowel environments, as this

interaction is supposed to show more differences (results

reported are significant at p� 0.02 after FDR alpha correc-

tion). And finally, two effect size measures were used to

evaluate the real contribution of each factor to the singleton

vs geminate contrast: the unbiased measure of strength of

association, omega-squared x2 for the UNIVARIATE analy-

ses and Cohen d for the t-test (Cohen, 1988, Chaps. 2 and 8).

Cohen benchmarks are used to evaluate the size of the effect:

x
2 is “large” when> 0.14, “moderate” when >0.06 and

<0.14, and “small” when <0.01 and Cohen d is large when

>0.8, moderate when >0.5 and <0.8, and small when <0.2

(henceforth “L,” “M,” and “S” are used for large, moderate,

and small).

3. Discriminant analysis and ROC curves

To evaluate the robustness of the observed differences

between the singleton and geminate categories, all the acous-

tic measures were submitted to several linear discriminant

function analyses. As grouping variables, we used consonant

length in the two short and long vowel environments sepa-

rately. Independent variables were each acoustic measure-

ment. The training and testing sets were determined

automatically by SPSS 19, by using the leave-one-out cross-

validation method, wherein each case is classified by the

functions derived from all the cases other than that case.

Once the classification was obtained, we recorded the proba-

bility score obtained for each of the singleton and geminate

cases. Then all classification models were evaluated based

on the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves (see,

e.g., Swets et al., 2000). We used the probability scores of

the geminate category obtained from the discriminant analy-

ses to obtain each ROC curve. The shape of the curve (a

bowed curve raising from the 45 degree line to the upper left

corner), and the percentage score of the area under the curve

(AUC), will show which classification model is better at dis-

tinguishing between the singleton and the geminate catego-

ries. An AUC close to 100% indicates a highly accurate

model.

D. Expectations

We expect to obtain high classification and AUC rates

from highly significant differences with high effect sizes. If

the singleton vs geminate contrast in LA is based on tempo-

ral differences with subsequent secondary effects of non-

temporal acoustic cues, we expect to obtain higher classifica-

tion and AUC rates when duration is used. If on the other

hand, the singleton vs geminate contrast in LA is based on

the tense vs lax (fortis vs lenis) distinction with secondary

consequences of temporal differences, we expect to obtain

higher classification and AUC rates with non-temporal

acoustic cues. Based on findings from the literature, gemi-

nate environments were expected to involve the following:
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Longer duration of the medial fricative (Sec. III A), potential

reduction in the duration of the vowel preceding the medial

fricative (Sec. III A), and centralization based on formant

measures (Sec. III F); higher intensity and f0 in the post-

geminate syllable and potentially of the medial fricative and

the preceding vowel (Secs. III B and III C); difference in

spectral moments, the peak and the dynamic amplitude

linked to potential variation in how the medial fricative is

realized (Sec. III D); fewer voiced portions in the medial fri-

cative (Sec. III E); and creaky phonation in surrounding

vowels with lower dB difference in voice quality correlates

(Sec. III G).

III. RESULTS

Our results section summarizes the effects of the differ-

ent measurements on the singleton vs geminate contrast. All

the data discussed refers to Z-score results. As the consonant

length factor was of primary interest in this study, the vowel

length and the phoneme factors were used as control factors

to evaluate if the effect of consonant length would still be

observed across vowel length and phonemes. We only dis-

cuss when necessary results linked to consonant length and

to the two-way interaction of consonant length � vowel

length and the three-way interaction of consonant length

� vowel length � phoneme with a summary of all results

obtained (see Table I).

A. Absolute duration

Average durations of the medial fricative and the sur-

rounding vowels are presented in Fig. 2 in addition to the

summary of statistical results (see Table I). These results

suggest that consonant length was the main contributor to

the UNIVARIATE model in the medial fricative and in the

following vowel, as these accounted for 38% and 8%,

respectively, of the variance associated with absolute dura-

tion (see effect size in Table I). Statistical results revealed no

significant effects of consonant length on the duration of the

preceding vowel, however, graphical results suggest that the

long vowel preceding the singleton consonant was signifi-

cantly longer in CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC by around

þ10%, corresponding to approximately þ9ms difference,

with a small to moderate effect size (158 vs 149ms,

p< 0.004, d¼ 0.33 “SM”). Moving on to the medial frica-

tive, graphical and statistical results showed consonant

length and consonant length � vowel length to be signifi-

cantly different with respect to the duration of the medial fri-

cative. Singleton medial fricatives were significantly shorter

than geminate medial fricatives with a very large effect size

(on average �83ms). The duration of the medial fricative in

CVCVC was shorter than in CVC+VC by �217%, equivalent

to approximately �91ms (107 vs 198ms, p< 0.0001,

d¼�2.83 “L”) and the duration of the medial fricative in

CV+CVC was shorter than in CV+C+VC by �90%, equiva-

lent to approximately �73 ms (135 vs 208ms, p< 0.0001,

d¼�2.24 “L”). Results obtained for the following vowel

revealed the same pattern of lengthening in the geminate

environments compared to singletons with a moderate

to large effect sizes (on average �17ms in singletons; see

Fig. 2). Duration of the following vowel was significantly

shorter in CVCVC compared to CVC+VC by around �19%,

equivalent to approximately �12 ms (140 vs 152ms,

p< 0.0001, d¼�0.44 “M”) and significantly shorter in

CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC by around �33.5%, equiv-

alent to approximately �24 ms (140 vs 163ms, p< 0.0001,

d¼�0.85 “L”).

These results show that the duration of the medial gemi-

nate fricative is the main contributor to the variance associ-

ated with the UNIVARIATE model, which is compatible

with previous research (see Sec. I) and (the same patterns

are observed for relative duration, whereby the geminate

consonant contributes to almost 50% of the duration of the

whole VCV syllable, see Khattab and Al-Tamimi, 2014).

Our results on the preceding vowel are in accordance with

previous results that show temporal compensation in the

geminate environment only in the long vowel context,

although the difference is below the just noticeable differ-

ence (JND) in duration discrimination (see, e.g., Stevens,

1998, pp. 228–229). And finally, the vowel following the

singleton/geminate fricatives showed lengthening of its dura-

tion in the two geminate environments which is close to the

JND in duration discrimination (see, e.g., Stevens, 1998, pp.

228–229).

B. Intensity

Graphical results of the intensity (dB) obtained at the

different positions of the medial fricative and the surround-

ing vowels are presented in Fig. 3. Statistical results showed

that consonant length accounted for 9% of the variance asso-

ciated with intensity at the offset of the medial fricative and

at the onset of the following vowel, with a moderate effect

size (see Table I). All the other positions revealed a mixed

picture due to vowel length being the main contributor to the

model. Statistical results also revealed no significant two-

way and three-way interactions between consonant length

and vowel length, indicating that most of the observed dif-

ferences in Fig. 3 are due to quality differences between the

short and long vowel (see Sec. II A). With respect to conso-

nant length effects split by vowel length, results suggest no

differences throughout the vowel preceding the singleton/

geminate consonants. Graphical results obtained in the

FIG. 2. Z-score duration of the vowel preceding the singleton-geminate con-

sonants (PV), the medial fricative (MF), and the vowel following the

singleton-geminate consonants (FV), presented in the four syllabic shapes.
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medial fricative show a U-shape pattern with the highest val-

ues at the onset and the lowest at the midpoint, with the

former potentially linked to the trochaic stress pattern

(see Fig. 3). At the onset of the medial fricative, no

differences were observed. At the midpoint, singleton envi-

ronments showed higher intensity values (on average

þ2 dB); intensity values were significantly higher only in

CVCVC compared with CVC+VC by around þ31%,

TABLE I. ANOVA summary table for consonant length (CL)� vowel length (VL)� phoneme (P), with degrees of freedom of each factor (df1) and of the

error (df2), with F (values in bold are significant at p� 0.023 after FDR alpha correction) and x2 values (small¼<0.01; moderate¼>0.06 and <0.14; large-

¼>0.14). (PV¼ preceding vowel, MF¼medial fricative, FV¼ following vowel, On¼ onset, Md¼mid, Of¼ offset, Vd¼ voiced, Vs¼ voiceless.)

CL VL P CL�VL CL�P VL�P CL�VL�P

df2 df1¼ 1 df1¼ 1 df1¼ 9 df1¼ 1 df1¼ 9 df1¼ 6 df1¼ 6

Duration PV 639 3.9, 0.00 2958.3, 0.38 71.8, 0.13 15.8, 0.00 2.8, 0.00 2.7, 0.00 2.5, 0.00

MF 639 2694.8, 0.35 53.5, 0.01 123.7, 0.22 43.2, 0.01 2.9, 0.00 1.0, 0.00 2.5, 0.00

FV 639 70.6, 0.08 3.2, 0.00 7.0, 0.07 6.5, 0.01 1.0, 0.00 1.2, 0.00 1.8, 0.01

Intensity PV Md 639 1.9, 0.00 2.2, 0.00 5.1, 0.05 0.3, 0.00 1.2, 0.00 2.0, 0.01 0.9, 0.00

PV Of 639 0.4, 0.00 34.8, 0.04 7.5, 0.07 2.1, 0.00 1.2, 0.00 1.3, 0.00 0.6, 0.00

MF On 639 0.1, 0.00 37.5, 0.04 16.0, 0.15 2.6, 0.00 1.0, 0.00 1.7, 0.00 0.6, 0.00

MF Md 639 21.9, 0.02 11.8, 0.01 49.3, 0.36 0.2, 0.00 2.7, 0.01 0.8, 0.00 0.1, 0.00

MF Of 639 117.8, 0.09 156.7, 0.12 13.3, 0.09 1.9, 0.00 4.2, 0.02 2.5, 0.01 1.3, 0.00

FV On 639 68.6, 0.07 143.1, 0.13 4.3, 0.03 3.2, 0.00 3.6, 0.02 3.4, 0.01 0.9, 0.00

FV Md 639 14.5, 0.02 120.4, 0.12 3.1, 0.02 1.1, 0.00 1.9, 0.01 1.4, 0.00 1.6, 0.00

F0 PV Md 639 8.1, 0.01 0.4, 0.00 3.0, 0.02 3.6, 0.00 2.8, 0.02 2.6, 0.01 1.4, 0.00

PV Of 639 21.8, 0.02 117.2, 0.11 9.0, 0.08 3.2, 0.00 2.9, 0.02 1.5, 0.00 1.6, 0.00

MF On 617 26.5, 0.03 104.4, 0.11 10.6, 0.10 1.5, 0.00 2.4, 0.01 1.1, 0.00 1.4, 0.00

MF Md 186 7.6, 0.02 3.7, 0.01 15.2, 0.31 0.0, 0.00 2.7,a 0.04 1.0, 0.00 3.3,b 0.02

MF Of 352 8.6, 0.01 12.2, 0.01 33.9, 0.38 1.4, 0.00 1.6, 0.01 1.0, 0.00 2.7,c 0.01

FV On 639 38.5, 0.05 13.0, 0.01 7.0, 0.07 3.8, 0.00 1.1, 0.00 2.9, 0.01 0.7, 0.00

FV Md 639 8.2, 0.01 1.8, 0.00 1.6, 0.01 1.0, 0.00 1.1, 0.00 1.4, 0.00 0.2, 0.00

Peak MF 639 4.5, 0.00 0.3, 0.00 202.9, 0.65 0.2, 0.00 0.6, 0.00 1.4, 0.00 0.6, 0.00

M1 MF 639 5.9, 0.00 0.2, 0.00 348.4, 0.72 1.7, 0.00 0.8, 0.00 0.9, 0.00 0.4, 0.00

M2 MF 639 1.6, 0.00 0.0, 0.00 64.6, 0.43 1.2, 0.00 3.2, 0.02 0.9, 0.00 0.3, 0.00

L3 MF 639 1.1, 0.00 0.0, 0.00 27.2, 0.25 0.0, 0.00 0.9, 0.00 0.4, 0.00 0.3, 0.00

L4 MF 639 1.2, 0.00 0.0, 0.00 12.1, 0.13 0.1, 0.00 1.3, 0.00 0.5, 0.00 0.1, 0.00

Ad MF 639 109.9, 0.04 2.1, 0.00 165.9, 0.57 1.0, 0.00 4.9, 0.01 1.3, 0.00 0.4, 0.00

Voicing MF Vd 184 44.2, 0.14 18.4, 0.06 2.8,d 0.01 4.1, 0.01 1.0,d 0.00 1.0,e 0.00 2.3,e 0.00

MF Vs 455 89.0, 0.06 0.4, 0.00 123.0,f 0.50 0.3, 0.00 1.3,f 0.00 2.0,b 0.00 2.8,b 0.01

F1 PV Md 639 23.2, 0.02 237.2, 0.15 18.7, 0.12 23.5, 0.02 4.2, 0.02 15.4, 0.07 4.3, 0.02

PV Of 639 1.1, 0.00 243.5, 0.09 127.1, 0.44 1.5, 0.00 2.7, 0.01 11.9, 0.03 2.3, 0.00

FV On 639 5.5, 0.00 216.2, 0.07 168.2, 0.46 28.2, 0.01 6.1, 0.01 8.3, 0.01 9.2, 0.02

FV Md 639 7.1, 0.00 1326.5, 0.29 32.1, 0.09 0.1, 0.00 25.0, 0.07 17.3, 0.03 36.3, 0.06

F2 PV Md 639 39.9, 0.01 398.4, 0.12 117.0, 0.36 58.2, 0.02 11.5, 0.03 48.1, 0.10 15.7, 0.03

PV Of 639 12.4, 0.01 318.9, 0.13 87.7, 0.34 49.3, 0.02 5.2, 0.02 30.1, 0.08 5.8, 0.01

FV On 639 3.0, 0.00 812.2, 0.23 75.9, 0.24 18.3, 0.01 16.3, 0.05 16.7, 0.03 18.8, 0.04

FV Md 639 5.8, 0.00 1759.2, 0.29 66.3, 0.14 1.0, 0.00 50.1, 0.10 24.9, 0.03 61.8, 0.08

F3 PV Md 639 0.0, 0.00 45.6, 0.06 1.5, 0.01 0.5, 0.00 2.8, 0.02 4.0, 0.02 2.2, 0.01

PV Of 639 1.3, 0.00 1.5, 0.00 12.2, 0.12 1.8, 0.00 3.5, 0.03 3.8, 0.02 0.7, 0.00

FV On 639 0.8, 0.00 1.4, 0.00 23.9, 0.23 1.6, 0.00 1.3, 0.00 1.7, 0.00 0.4, 0.00

FV Md 639 0.1, 0.00 0.1, 0.00 9.9, 0.10 0.5, 0.00 1.3, 0.00 3.2, 0.02 0.9, 0.00

*H1-*H2 PV Of 624 0.2, 0.00 0.3, 0.00 1.6, 0.01 2.8, 0.00 0.9, 0.00 0.3, 0.00 1.1, 0.00

FV On 638 1.4, 0.00 0.0, 0.00 0.5, 0.00 0.0, 0.00 0.3, 0.00 1.4, 0.00 0.3, 0.00

*H1-*A1 PV Of 624 1.5, 0.00 3.3, 0.00 1.3, 0.00 10.2, 0.01 0.8, 0.00 1.4, 0.00 0.7, 0.00

FV On 638 8.1, 0.01 3.8, 0.00 3.0, 0.03 3.3, 0.00 1.0, 0.00 2.3, 0.01 1.2, 0.00

*H1-*A2 PV Of 624 2.0, 0.00 8.3, 0.01 1.1, 0.00 0.2, 0.00 1.2, 0.00 1.9, 0.01 1.5, 0.00

FV On 638 4.3, 0.00 7.0, 0.01 1.5, 0.01 1.7, 0.00 0.8, 0.00 0.3, 0.00 0.6, 0.00

*H1-*A3 PV Of 624 3.3, 0.00 0.4, 0.00 2.2, 0.02 0.1, 0.00 0.9, 0.00 0.5, 0.00 1.1, 0.00

FV On 638 0.4, 0.00 0.2, 0.00 2.8, 0.02 0.5, 0.00 0.6, 0.00 1.4, 0.00 1.0, 0.00

adf1¼ 8.
bdf1¼ 4.
cdf1¼ 5.
ddf1¼ 2.
edf1¼ 1.
fdf1¼ 6
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equivalent to approximately þ1 dB (63 vs 62 dB, p< 0.002,

d¼ 0.29 “SM”). At the offset of the consonant, intensity was

significantly higher in singleton environments (on average

þ2 dB); a significantly higher intensity was found in

CVCVC compared to CVC+VC by around þ38%, equivalent

to approximately þ2 dB, with a large effect size (65 vs

63 dB, p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.88 “L”) and a significantly higher

intensity at the offset of the medial fricative was observed in

CV+CVC than in CV+C+VC by around þ32%, equivalent to

approximately þ1 dB (62 vs 61 dB, p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.60

“ML”). Moving on to the following vowels, graphical and

statistical results show the same patterns whereby singleton

environments show significantly higher intensity compared

to geminates (on average þ2 dB, see Fig. 3 and Table I).

Looking at the results by vowel quality, intensity values

were significantly higher at the onset of the following vowel

in CVCVC compared to CVC+VC by around þ26%, equiva-

lent to approximately þ2 dB (67 vs 65 dB, p< 0.0001,

d¼ 0.79 “L”) and a significantly higher intensity in

CV+CVC than in CV+C+VC by aroundþ 18%, equivalent to

approximately þ1 dB (65 vs 64 dB, p< 0.001, d¼ 0.40

“SM”). At the midpoint of the following vowel, intensity

values were significantly higher in CVCVC compared to

CVC+VC by around þ6%, equivalent to approximately þ1

dB difference (70 vs 69 dB, p< 0.01, d¼ 0.25 “SM”) and

significantly higher in CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC by

around þ10%, equivalent to approximately þ1 dB (68 vs

67 dB, p< 0.01, d¼ 0.28 “SM”).

Intensity results therefore showed the opposite of what

is expected for the singleton vs geminate contrast (Local and

Simpson, 1988), with the medial fricative and the following

vowel having higher intensity in the singleton than in the

geminate context. Although the differences were in the

region of þ1 to þ2 dB difference, which is equivalent to the

JND in amplitude discrimination (see, e.g., Stevens, 1998,

pp. 225–226), they were still relatively small and the main

patterns for the intensity measure merely show the influence

of the trochaic stress pattern.

C. Fundamental frequency

f0 results were obtained at different positions of the

medial fricative and surroundings vowels, and the results are

presented graphically in Fig. 4. In a separate UNIVARIATE

analysis, we included voicing as a fourth factor, and none of

the high order interactions were significant, which in turn

suggests that even though voicing of the consonant may

affect the overall f0 results, it is not one of the main contrib-

utors to the singleton vs geminate contrast, and so voicing

was omitted from the final model. The same insignificant

differences were observed at the high order interactions

between consonant length � vowel length � phoneme, sug-

gesting that the observed patterns are present regardless of

the voicing/place of articulation distinction (see Table I).

Consonant length was not the main contributor to the

UNIVARIATE analysis as only 2% to 5% of the variance

was accounted for by this factor; instead, vowel length and/

or phoneme were the main contributors to the model (see

Table I).

Graphical results showed an overall rise in f0 in the

geminate environments from the midpoint of the preceding

vowel up to the onset of the medial fricative, followed by an

overall lowering of frequencies from the midpoint of the

medial fricative up to the onset of the following vowel.

When looking at the effect of consonant length, results

obtained in the preceding vowel showed lower f0 in single-

ton environments (at midpoint: on average �3Hz for female

and �2Hz for male in singletons; at offset: on average

�6Hz for female subjects and �2Hz for male subjects in

singletons). At the midpoint of the preceding short vowel, f0

was significantly lower in CVCVC compared to CVC+VC by

around �8%, equivalent to approximately �2Hz for female

subjects (231 vs 233Hz) and to approximately �3Hz for

male subjects (128 vs 131Hz) (p< 0.0001, d¼�0.36

“SM”). At the offset of the preceding vowel, the same pat-

tern was observed, i.e., singleton environments showed sig-

nificantly lower f0 in CVCVC compared to CVC+VC by

around �13%, equivalent to approximately �5Hz for

female subjects (227 vs 231Hz) and approximately �4Hz

for male subjects (126 vs 130Hz) (p< 0.0001, d¼�0.49

“M”) and significantly lower f0 in CV+CVC compared to

CV+C+VC by around �12%, equivalent to approximately

�8Hz for female subjects (214 vs 222Hz) and no differen-

ces for male subjects (122 vs 122Hz) (p< 0.012, d¼�0.28

“SM”).

Moving on to the medial fricative, our results seem to

show an on-off phonetic voicing regardless of phonological

FIG. 3. Z-score intensity of preceding vowel (PV), medial fricative (MF),

and following vowel (FV) (On¼ onset, Md¼midpoint, Of¼ offset).

FIG. 4. Z-score f0 of preceding vowel (PV), medial fricative (MF), and fol-

lowing vowel (FV) (On¼ onset, Md¼midpoint, Of¼ offset).
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status of the fricative. At the onset, almost all the consonants

turn out to be phonetically voiced (both phonologically

voiced and voiceless); while less than one quarter are voiced

mid-fricative and one third are voiced at the offset (see

Table II). At the onset of the medial fricative, lower f0 was

observed in singleton environments (on average �8Hz

for female subjects and �3Hz for male subjects in single-

tons). Significantly lower f0 was obtained in CVCVC com-

pared to CVC+VC, by around �16%, equivalent to

approximately �5Hz for female subjects (225 vs 230Hz)

and approximately �4Hz for male subjects (124 vs 128Hz),

(p< 0.0001, d¼�0.50 “M”), and significantly lower f0 was

obtained in CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC, by around

�19%, equivalent to approximately �12Hz for female sub-

jects (210 vs 222Hz) and no differences for male subjects

(121 vs 121Hz) (p< 0.004, d¼�0.33 “SM”). At the mid-

point of the medial fricative, a reverse pattern is observed;

singleton environments showed significantly higher f0 than

geminates (on average þ17Hz for female and þ8Hz for

male). F0 was significantly higher in CVCVC compared to

CVC+VC, by around þ47%, equivalent to approximately

þ16Hz for female subjects (216 vs 200Hz) and to approxi-

mately þ8Hz for male subjects (121 vs 113Hz) (p< 0.0001,

d¼ 0.67 “ML”), and significantly higher f0 was obtained in

CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC, by around þ63%, equiva-

lent to approximately þ20Hz for female subjects (212 vs

192Hz) and to approximately þ10Hz for male subjects (121

vs 111Hz), (p< 0.003, d¼ 0.77 “L”). f0 at the offset of the

medial fricative showed the same patterns; singleton envi-

ronments showed significantly higher f0 than geminates (on

average þ5Hz for female subjects and þ9Hz for male sub-

jects). Looking at effects of vowel length, f0 was signifi-

cantly higher in CVCVC compared to CVC+VC, by around

þ35%, equivalent to approximately þ8Hz for female sub-

jects (212 vs 204Hz) and to approximately þ10Hz for male

subjects (129 vs 119Hz) (p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.58 “ML”), and

significantly higher f0 frequencies in CV+CVC compared to

CV+C+VC, by around 36%, equivalent to approximately

þ1Hz for female subjects (204 vs 205Hz) and to approxi-

mately þ8Hz for male subjects (127 vs 119Hz) (p< 0.009,

d¼ 0.42 “SM”).

Graphical results on the following vowel showed the

same pattern reported above, with singleton environments

showing higher f0 only in the short preceding vowel environ-

ments (on average þ7Hz for female and þ5Hz for male).

Statistical results showed that f0 was significantly higher at

the onset of the vowel following the fricative in CVCVC

compared to CVC+VC, by around þ36%, equivalent to

approximately þ11Hz for female subjects (205 vs 194Hz)

and to approximatelyþ 5Hz for male subjects (123 vs

118Hz) (p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.71 “ML”). At the midpoint, sig-

nificantly higher f0 was observed in singleton environments

(on average þ3Hz for female subjects and þ1Hz for male

subjects), with higher f0 values observed in CVCVC com-

pared to CVC+VC, by around 27%, equivalent to approxi-

mately þ6Hz for female subjects (188 vs 182Hz) and to

approximately þ2Hz for male subjects (114 vs 112Hz)

(p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.41 “SM”).

f0 results showed the same pattern linked to the single-

ton vs geminate contrast and to the trochaic stress pattern

(see also Sec. III B). From the midpoint of the preceding

vowel to the onset of the medial fricative, significantly

higher f0 was obtained in the geminate context, followed

by low values from the midpoint of the medial fricative to

the midpoint of the following vowel, suggesting that gemi-

nation accentuates the high-low f0 pattern that is typical of

the trochaic context. These patterns were the same in both

voiced and voiceless fricatives, although the singleton vs

geminate differences were larger in the latter. In almost all

cases, raw f0 frequency differences seem to be linked to

sex-based differences with larger differences in female sub-

jects, although these were substantially reduced when f0

values were Z-scored (with an average difference of 3% to

7%). Even though absolute f0 frequency differences are in

some cases low, they seem to be close to the JND in pitch

discrimination, which is close to 1Hz difference for com-

plex tones with frequencies between 80 and 500Hz

(Kollmeier et al., 2008, p. 65). The observed differences

between female and male subjects tend to fall within the

JND of pitch discrimination (see, e.g., Stevens, 1998, pp.

227–228).

D. Spectral moments in the medial fricative

Graphical results and a summary of statistical results for

the peak, the centroid (M1), the standard deviation (M2), the

skewness (L3), the kurtosis (L4), and the dynamic amplitude

(Ad) are presented in Fig. 5(a) and Table I, respectively.

Dynamic aspects of the fricative show that consonant length

accounted for some of the variance associated with the cent-

roid (M1) and the dynamic amplitude (Ad); peak frequency,

standard deviation (M2), skewness (L3), and kurtosis (L4)

showed no significant differences (Table I). Geminate frica-

tives showed significantly higher centroid (M1) (on average

þ221Hz) and a higher dynamic amplitude (Ad) (on average

þ8 dB), and, although not statistically significant, higher

peak (on average þ273Hz) and lower standard deviation (on

average �70Hz) than singleton fricatives [see Fig. 5(a) and

Table I].

Although statistical significance was not reached in the

two-way interaction of consonant length � vowel length,

there were minor differences linked to vowel type; these sug-

gest that the same patterns are observed, albeit smaller/larger

differences. Starting with the peak, singleton environments

showed lower peak frequencies in CVCVC compared to

CVC+VC by around �5%, equivalent to approximately

TABLE II. Number of phonologically voiced or voiceless medial fricative

consonants that are realized as phonetically voiced (with percentages in

brackets), analyzed at onset, midpoint, and offset. The total number of frica-

tives analyzed is 1726, consisting of 488 phonologically voiced and 1238

phonologically voiceless fricatives.

Onset Midpoint Offset

Phonologically voiced 470 (96%) 269 (55%) 391 (80%)

Phonologically voiceless 1085 (88%) 149 (12%) 322 (26%)

Total phonetically voiced 1555 (90%) 418 (24%) 713 (41%)
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�208Hz (6302 vs 6510Hz, ns, d¼�0.05 “S”) and lower

peak frequencies in CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC by

around �8%, equivalent to approximately �400Hz (7610 vs

8010Hz, ns, d¼�0.15 “S”). Centroid (M1) frequencies

showed the same patterns as the peak, whereby singleton

environments showed lower centroid (M1) frequencies in

CVCVC compared to CVC+VC by around �3%, equivalent

to approximately �116Hz (6605 vs 6721Hz, ns, d¼�0.02

“S”) and a lower centroid (M1) frequencies in CV+CVC

compared to CV+C+VC by around �9%, equivalent to

approximately �400Hz (7787 vs 8187Hz, ns, d¼�0.16

“S”). The standard deviation (M2) results suggest that sin-

gleton environments show significantly higher standard devi-

ation (M2) values only in CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC

by around þ15%, equivalent to approximately þ185Hz

(1832 vs 1647Hz, p< 0.02, d¼ 0.25 “SM”). And finally,

results obtained for the dynamic amplitude (Ad) showed sig-

nificantly lower dynamic amplitude (Ad) values in CVCVC

compared to CVC+VC by around �49%, equivalent to

approximately �8 dB (60 vs 68dB, p< 0.0001, d¼�0.44

“M”) and a significantly lower dynamic amplitude (Ad) values

in CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC by around �18%, equiva-

lent to approximately �8 dB (68 vs 76dB, p< 0.0001,

d¼�0.6 “M”).

Looking at spectral moments, results suggest that gemi-

nate environments are associated with an overall higher cent-

roid (M1) and lower standard deviation (M2). To evaluate

potential effects of phoneme identity on these patterns, the

centroid*standard deviation (M1*M2) acoustic space of fri-

cative consonants show most fricative phonemes as having

different positions between singletons (white filled symbols)

and geminates (black/gray filled symbols) either on the two-

axes or on only one [see Fig. 5(b)]. Although the differences

seem minimal, it is consistent across phonemes with large

differences for /f s z Z x Ç ¯ h/ (ns to p< 0.001, d> 0.2

to< 1.1, “S to L”).

Dynamic amplitude (Ad) results seem also to suggest

that geminate environments are associated with an overall

higher dynamic amplitude (Ad) than singletons and this can

be seen across all phonemes [see Fig. 5(c)]. The observed

differences ranged between þ6 dB for /x/ and þ12 dB for

/s¿/ in the geminate environment (p< 0.01 to p< 0.0001,

d> 0.5 to< 1 “M to L”).

Geminate environments show significantly higher cent-

roid (M1) and dynamic amplitude (Ad) values, higher peak

frequency and lower standard deviation (M2), with the same

pattern present in most of the individual fricative phonemes

[see Figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c)]. Our results suggest that, com-

pared with singletons, geminate fricatives show a significant

increase in the centroid (M1) and dynamic amplitude (Ad),

which can be correlated with an increase in flow velocity in

the constriction; this in turn can be the result of either (a) the

constriction area decreasing, (b) the volume velocity increas-

ing, or a combination of both (e.g., Shadle, 2012, p. 521). A

high frequency boost can also be correlated with the increase

in effort level of sustained fricatives (e.g., Shadle, 2012, p.

521); which in the case of geminate fricatives is potentially

due to their longer durations. The higher centroid (M1) indi-

cates a shorter front resonating cavity leading to more front

articulations (Forrest et al., 1988; Jongman et al., 2000; Li

et al., 2009; Maniwa et al., 2009, among others). These

results show that geminate fricatives behave as a different

set compared to singleton fricatives in the sense that they

potentially show hyper-articulated productions (Lindblom,

1990; Maniwa et al., 2009) reflecting stronger articulations

(Kohler, 1984).

E. Medial fricative voicing patterns

The influence of gemination on voicing patterns in

voiced and voiceless medial fricatives was explored. Starting

with phonologically voiced fricatives, statistical results show

that consonant length accounted for 14% of the variance

associated with voicing patterns (see Table I). Overall, there

were fewer voiced frames in the two geminate environments

FIG. 5. Z-score of the peak, the four spectral moments and dynamic ampli-

tude (Ad) of fricative consonants (a), the (M1*M2) acoustic space of frica-

tive consonants, with geminates in black/gray filled symbols (b), and results

of dynamic amplitude (Ad) by fricative phonemes in singleton and geminate

environments (c).
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(on average þ17% of the total proportion of voicing in sin-

gletons, see Fig. 6). The proportion of voiced frames was

significantly larger in CVCVC compared to CVC+VC, by

around þ8%, equivalent to approximately þ12% of the total

proportion of voicing in the medial fricative (97% vs 85%,

p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.86 “L”) and significantly larger in

CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC, by around þ23%, equiva-

lent to approximately þ24% of the total proportion of voic-

ing in the medial fricative (89% vs 65%, p< 0.0001,

d¼ 1.07 “L”).

In phonologically voiceless fricatives, consonant length

accounted for only 6% of the variance associated with voic-

ing patterns (see Table I). There were again fewer voiced

frames in the two geminate environments compared to the

singletons with a moderate effect size (on average þ12% of

the total proportion of voicing in singleton, see Fig. 6). The

proportion of voiced frames was significantly larger in

CVCVC compared to CVC+VC, by around þ30%, equiva-

lent to approximately þ12% of the total proportion of voic-

ing in the medial fricative (41% vs 29%, p< 0.0001,

d¼ 0.45 “M”) and significantly larger in CV+CVC compared

to CV+C+VC, by around þ36%, equivalent to approximately

þ12% of the total proportion of voicing in the medial frica-

tive (33% vs 21%, p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.83 “L”).

In sum, fewer voiced frames were observed in geminate

environments compared with singletons ones; this was

exhibited in both phonologically voiced and voiceless frica-

tives, with more devoicing in voiced categories and fewer

voicing shadows in the voiceless category. These results are

comparable with the patterns normally found in tense (fortis)

categories (Jaeger, 1983).

F. Formant frequencies of surrounding vowels

Formant frequencies of F1, F2, and F3 at the different

positions in the preceding and following vowels surround-

ing the singleton/geminate fricatives are presented Fig. 7.

Statistical results presented in Table I show that consonant

length accounted for less than 2% of the total variance

associated with F1 and F2, with the highest contributor

being vowel length, followed by Fricative phonemes. The

observed differences were mainly linked to qualitative dif-

ferences in the vowel preceding the singleton/geminate fri-

catives with, overall, higher F1 frequencies in the two short

environments CVCVC and CVC+VC compared to the long

environments CV+CVC and CV+C+VC, with the former

group being realized as [a] and the latter realized between

[e+] and [E+] (see Fig. 7). The three-way interaction of con-

sonant length � vowel length � phoneme was significant

with small effect size (see Table I), however, the direction

of difference was always linked to differences in vowel

type differences rather than in consonant length

differences.

Differences in the singleton vs geminate environments

were not highly significant with regard to consonant length

and the consonant length � vowel length interaction.

Starting with the vowel preceding the singleton/geminate fri-

catives, there were no significant differences in F1 or F2
measures at the mid-point of the short vowel preceding sin-

gleton and geminate fricatives. At the offset, however, both

F2 and F3 showed significant differences. F2 at the offset of

the preceding vowel shows significantly lower frequencies in

the singleton CVCVC compared to CVC+VC, by around

�14%, equivalent to approximately �41Hz in female sub-

jects (1680 vs 1721) and to approximately �38Hz in male

subjects (1314 vs 1352Hz) (p< 0.002, d¼�0.28 “SM”). F3
at the offset of the preceding vowel shows significantly

lower frequencies in the singleton CVCVC compared to

CVC+VC, by around �11%, equivalent to approximately

�29Hz in female subjects (3077 vs 3106) and to approxi-

mately �22Hz in male subjects (2645 vs 2667Hz)

(p< 0.018, d¼�0.21 “SM”).

Results obtained for the long preceding vowel context

showed that F1 frequencies at the midpoint were significantly

lower in the singleton CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC, by

around �24%, equivalent to approximately �67Hz in

female subjects (647 vs 714) and to approximately �23Hz

in male subjects (563 vs 586Hz) (p< 0.0001, d¼�0.43

“SM”). F2 frequencies obtained at the midpoint of the pre-

ceding vowel were significantly higher in the singleton

CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC, by around þ23%, equiva-

lent to approximately þ154Hz in female subjects (2028 vs

1874) and to approximately þ118Hz in male subjects (1557

vs 1439Hz) (p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.44 “SM”). And at the offset,

F2 frequencies were significantly higher in CV+CVC

FIG. 6. Z-score of the proportion of voicing (in %) relative to the length of

the fricative in voiced (Vd) and voiceless (Vs) medial fricative (MF).

FIG. 7. Z-score of formant frequencies of F1, F2, and F3 at the different posi-

tions of preceding vowel (PV) and following vowel (FV) (On¼ onset,

Md¼midpoint, Of¼ offset).
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compared to CV+C+VC, by around þ20%, equivalent to

approximately þ111Hz in female subjects (1971 vs 1860)

and to approximately þ101Hz in male subjects (1545 vs

1444Hz) (p< 0.0001, d¼ 0.46 “M”).

Moving on to the vowel following the singleton/gemi-

nate fricatives (see Fig. 7), statistical and graphical results

show significant differences at the onset of F1 and F2.

Significantly higher F1 frequencies were obtained at the

onset of the following vowel in the singleton CVCVC com-

pared to CVC+VC, by around þ20%, equivalent to approxi-

mately þ26Hz in female subjects (678 vs 652Hz) and to

approximately þ37Hz in male subjects (560 vs 523Hz)

(p< 0.003, d¼ 0.27 “SM”). And significantly higher F2 fre-

quencies were obtained at the onset of the following vowel

in the singleton CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC, by around

þ10%, equivalent to approximately þ84Hz in female sub-

jects (2022 vs 1938Hz) and to approximately þ45Hz in

male subjects (1566 vs 1521Hz) (p< 0.011, d¼ 0.29

“SM”).

Geminate environments exhibit different effects on

surrounding vowels depending on phonological vowel

length. Phonologically short preceding vowel environments

show no effects on F1, but a more retracted production

(lower F2) is observed at the offset. Following vowels in

this context had closer (lower F1) and more retracted pro-

ductions (lower F2) at their onset. As for the phonologi-

cally long preceding vowels, which were shortened in the

geminate environment (see Sec. III A), more open (higher

F1) and more retracted (lower F2) productions were found

at the midpoint, suggesting that preceding long vowels

were centralized in geminate environments. F3 did not

seem to contribute to the singleton vs geminate contrast,

although marginal high F3 frequencies were found at the

offset of the preceding short vowel. Raw frequency differ-

ences between the singleton and geminate environments

were all in the range of the JND in frequency discrimina-

tion which is close to 3Hz (for frequencies below 500Hz)

and 0.6% for frequencies above 1000Hz (Kollmeier et al.,

2008, p. 65). In sum, vowels preceding geminate environ-

ments are only centralized when the preceding vowel is

long; this happens to a lesser extent when the vowel is

short, which do not show any shortening before geminate

fricatives (see Sec. III A). These results point to a relation-

ship between shortening and centralization in vowels pre-

ceding geminate environments (see Sec. IV).

G. Phonation measures

Voice quality correlates were used to assess potential

effects of the singleton vs geminate environments on sur-

rounding vowels. Statistical and graphical results are pre-

sented in Table I and in Fig. 8, respectively. As can be seen

from the statistical results, significant differences were

obtained for consonant length only on the *H1–A1 metric in

the following vowel, when the preceding vowel is long (on

average �1 dB in singletons). When looking at the differen-

ces in consonant length by vowel type, results showed that

*H1–A1 is significantly lower in CV+CVC compared to

CV+C+VC, by around �18%, equivalent to approximately

�2 dB in (�14 vs �12 dB, p< 0.006, d¼�0.31 “SM”).

Although statistical significance was not reached (after FDR

alpha correcting) there was a tendency for the following met-

rics to show lower amplitude differences in the singleton

environments in the long preceding vowel environment:

*H1–A1 and *H1–A2. *H1–A1 values at the offset of the pre-

ceding vowel were lower in CV+CVC compared to

CV+C+VC, by around �12%, equivalent to approximately

�1 dB in (�11 vs �10 dB, p¼ 0.026 (>0.023), d¼�0.25

“SM”) and *H1–A2 values at the onset of the following

vowel were lower in CV+CVC compared to CV+C+VC, by

around �11%, equivalent to approximately �2 dB in (�10

vs �8 dB, p¼ 0.03 (>0.023), d¼�0.23 “SM”).

Raw amplitude differences were in the range of the

JND in amplitude discrimination (Stevens, 1998, pp.

225–226). These results exhibit a pattern whereby gemi-

nate environments show relatively higher amplitude

difference in *H1–A1 at the offset of the preceding long

vowel and at the onset of the following vowel (when

the preceding vowel is long); a higher amplitude differ-

ence in *H1–A2 is also exhibited at the onset of the fol-

lowing vowel in the long preceding vowel environment,

suggesting that a breathy phonation is associated with

geminates.

H. Discriminant analysis and ROC curves

To evaluate the degree to which each acoustic measure-

ment contributed to the singleton vs geminate contrast,

acoustic measures were submitted to several linear discrimi-

nant analyses, followed by ROC curves analyses of geminate

probability classification scores. Results for the best ten clas-

sification models are presented in Fig. 9 and for all acoustic

measures are summarized in Table III. According to ROC

curves, the Duration of the medial fricative was the highest

contributor to the contrast with a classification rate of 89%

(SD 2%), and an AUC of 96% (SD 1%). This indicates that

the duration of the medial fricative predicted the geminate

category highly accurately. All subsequent models are linked

to non-temporal acoustic cues of medial fricatives such as

voicing (of voiced and voiceless consonants); f0 (at midpoint

and offset); intensity (at offset); dynamic amplitude (Ad) of

FIG. 8. Z-score voice quality correlates: *H1-*H2, *H1-A1, *H1-A2, and

*H1-*A3, at offset (Of) of preceding vowel (PV) and onset (On) of following

vowel (FV).
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the fricative; and to the duration, intensity, and f0 at the

onset of the following vowel. However, their contribution to

the singleton vs geminate contrast is lower than that of the

duration of the medial fricative with classification rates rang-

ing between 51% and 71% and AUC percentages ranging

between 51% and 76% (see Table III). These results confirm

consonant duration as the main contributor to the singleton

vs geminate contrast with secondary non-temporal acoustic

cues.

IV. SUMMARYAND DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to explore the extent to which

qualitative differences in consonant realization play a role in

the singleton vs geminate distinction in LA. As suggested in

the literature on Arabic and other languages, temporal differ-

ences are considered to be the primary exponents of the con-

trast, with consonant duration acting as the main acoustic

cue to the distinction between singleton and geminate conso-

nants (Ham, 2001; Hassan, 2003; Khattab, 2007; Ridouane,

2007, among others). However, non-temporal acoustic cues

have also been found to play a role in the contrast in other

languages and are present as secondary consequences of con-

sonant length (Abramson, 1999; Arvaniti and Tserdanelis,

2000; Esposito and di Benedetto, 1999; Idemaru and Guion,

2008; Local and Simpson, 1999; Payne, 2006; Ridouane,

2007, among others). The prevalence of these cues seems to

vary across languages depending on language-specific rules

for segment timing and prosodic conditioning. Our aim was

therefore to explore how prominent non-temporal cues are in

a language where durational contrasts for both consonants

and vowels play a major role in the grammar.

Our results showed that both temporal and non-temporal

acoustic cues contributed to the phonetic implementation of

the phonological contrast. In terms of temporal cues, the du-

ration of the medial geminate fricative was twice as long as

that of the singleton; preceding vowel duration showed

shortening only when preceding a geminate fricative in the

preceding long vowel context (but not in the short vowel

context); and the following vowel showed a direct correla-

tion between gemination and lengthening, which seems to

suggest longer syllable duration in the geminate categories

(Fig. 2). In terms of non-temporal acoustic cues, there were

systematic differences linked to the contrast, with geminate

environments showing higher f0 at the offset of the preced-

ing vowel and at the onset of the medial fricative followed

by a significant decrease from the midpoint of medial frica-

tive up to the end of the following vowel (Fig. 4); moreover,

a higher centroid (M1) and dynamic amplitude (Ad) and a

lower standard deviation (M2) were obtained [Fig. 5(a)].

Our examination of the acoustic space of fricative conso-

nants [Fig. 5(b)], along with dynamic amplitude (Ad)

changes [Fig. 5(c)], revealed novel results which suggest

systematic qualitative differences linked to the geminate fri-

catives that are not solely conditioned by phonological place

of articulation. Both voiced and voiceless geminates had a

voiced part that was proportionately smaller relative to the

length of the entire fricative than in singletons (Fig. 6).

Surrounding vowels showed centralization (lower F2) at the

midpoint and offset of the preceding long vowel only

(Fig. 7). And finally, gemination affected the voice quality

of surrounding vowels, showing breathy phonation mainly

through the *H1–A1 and *H1–A2 metrics (Fig. 8). This result

seems to be compatible with geminate fricatives being real-

ized with more friction/aspiration (Local and Simpson,

1988), and being associated with breathy phonation as a con-

sequence of [þtense] or fortis articulation (Jessen, 2001).

Our results on non-temporal acoustic cues reveal the dif-

ferences in articulatory strength between singleton and

TABLE III. Classification rates (SD), AUC (standard error), and asymptotic

p value for all measurements in the geminate category. Order of results is by

highest to lowest AUC rate. (PV¼ preceding vowel, MF¼medial fricative,

FV¼ following vowel, Vd¼ voiced, Vs¼ voiceless, Fric¼ fricative,

On¼ onset, Md¼midpoint, Of¼ offset, ns¼ not significant.)

Rate AUC p

MF Duration 89%(2%) 96%(1%) <0.0001

MF f0 Md 71%(3%) 76%(4%) <0.0001

MF voicing Vd Fric 70%(1%) 76%(3%) <0.0001

MF voicing Vs Fric 62%(8%) 71%(2%) <0.0001

MF intensity Of 63%(5%) 70%(2%) <0.0001

FV intensity On 62%(5%) 68%(2%) <0.0001

MF f0 Of 67%(4%) 68%(3%) <0.0001

FV duration 60%(7%) 67%(2%) <0.0001

FV f0 On 60%(8%) 67%(2%) <0.0001

MF dynamic amplitude (Ad) 57%(3%) 63%(2%) <0.0001

MF f0 On 58%(0%) 61%(2%) <0.0001

PV F2 Of 59%(6%) 61%(2%) <0.0001

PV f0 Of 56%(3%) 60%(2%) <0.0001

PV F2 Md 57%(5%) 59%(2%) <0.0001

FV intensity Md 56%(3%) 58%(2%) <0.0001

MF intensity Md 56%(1%) 58%(2%) <0.0001

FV f0 Md 54%(3%) 58%(2%) <0.005

PV f0 Md 54%(1%) 57%(2%) <0.005

PV duration 53%(3%) 56%(2%) <0.005

FV F1 Md 56%(6%) 56%(2%) <0.01

FV F1 On 53%(5%) 56%(2%) <0.01

PV F1 Md 54%(4%) 56%(2%) <0.01

PV *H1-A1 Of 56%(5%) 56%(2%) <0.05

FV F2 Md 56%(7%) 56%(2%) <0.05

PV F3 Of 53%(3%) 55%(2%) <0.05

FV *H1-A1 On 54%(5%) 55%(2%) <0.05

FV F2 On 51%(0%) 54%(2%) ns

PV intensity Md 54%(1%) 54%(2%) ns

PV *H1-A3 Of 53%(4%) 54%(2%) ns

PV *H1-*H2 Of 52%(1%) 54%(2%) ns

FV *H1-A2 On 52%(0%) 54%(2%) ns

MF peak 51%(3%) 54%(2%) ns

MF intensity On 51%(2%) 53%(2%) ns

PV F3 Md 52%(1%) 52%(2%) ns

PV *H1-A2 Of 52%(0%) 52%(2%) ns

MF M1 50%(3%) 52%(2%) ns

FV F3 On 52%(3%) 52%(2%) ns

FV *H1-*H2 On 54%(0%) 52%(2%) ns

PV intensity Of 52%(2%) 52%(2%) ns

FV *H1-*A3 On 47%(7%) 52%(2%) ns

MF M2 49%(4%) 51%(2%) ns

MF L4 50%(2%) 51%(2%) ns

PV F1 Of 51%(1%) 51%(2%) ns

MF L3 49%(0%) 51%(2%) ns

FV F3 Md 45%(8%) 51%(2%) ns
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geminate consonants (Kohler, 1984) whereby geminate frica-

tives display compatible acoustic cues with those available for

[þtense] consonants (Jessen, 2001). This leaves open the

question regarding whether these non-temporal acoustic cues

are the result of a mechanical effect of lengthening, suggest-

ing that they operate at the phonetic level, or whether the pho-

nological targets for singleton/geminate consonants in LA are

fundamentally different, and should be thought of as lenis/for-

tis pairs. On the one hand, the effect of gemination can be wit-

nessed in the preceding vowel, with higher f0 and higher

*H1–A1 and *H1–A2 when the preceding vowel is long. This

has been reported for Italian, French and Swedish (see Jessen,

2001, p. 279) and potentially suggests that different gestural

targets are in place in the geminate context, and these are

implemented in the surrounding vowels. On the other hand,

vowel quality either remains unaffected by gemination as in

the short vowel context or shows the opposite pattern to that

expected, as in the centralization of the long vowel.

Moreover, the following vowel mostly shows the influence of

the post-stress lengthening in geminate environments com-

pared with singleton ones, leaving the possibility that any

changes in the preceding vowel are due to gestural timing and

the result of time available for both vowel and consonant to

reach their target. This interpretation becomes more likely

when one also considers the results from discriminant analysis

classification rates and ROC curves, which enabled us to con-

clude that the duration of the medial fricative is the main con-

tributor to the singleton vs geminate contrast with nearly 90%

classification rates and an AUC of 96%; non-temporal acous-

tic cues contributed to the contrast with much lower classifica-

tion and AUC rates (see Fig. 9 and Table III). These results

suggest that the singleton vs geminate contrast in LA is

mainly temporal, with secondary acoustic cues leading to a

lax vs tense (lenis vs fortis) distinction.

The primacy of the temporal domain for geminates in

LA is explored elsewhere (Khattab and Al-Tamimi, 2014),

where we have shown that a moraic account best explains

the durational implementation of consonants and preceding

vowels in singleton and geminate environments in LA.

Moraic segments show greater durational stability than non-

moraic ones (Ham, 2001), and this applies to both geminate

consonants and their surrounding vowels, which show no

temporal compensation unless the resulting syllable is tri-

moraic (in the context of a long vowel followed by a gemi-

nate). A survey on the role of a tense/lax distinction in stops

across languages (Jessen, 2001) shows a correlation between

languages that tend to show a [þtense] phonological contrast

in stops and the presence of aspirated stops in these lan-

guages, the lack of voiced geminates and compensatory

vowel shortening before phonologically long consonants;

these timing patterns exhibit prosodic conditioning which

favors post-stress geminates and may be considered the driv-

ing factor for gemination in these languages. LA, on the

other hand, shows a different prosodic profile: stops are gen-

erally unaspirated, short vowels do not shorten before gemi-

nate consonants, and gemination can take place both pre-

and post-stress. The durational ranges for the singleton and

geminate consonants are clearly demarcated, making them

less likely to require other cues to the contrast from vowel or

consonant quality. This suggests that the contrast is more

fundamentally based on stable temporal grounds and that

any weakening or strengthening of the consonant may be

minimal and due to the phonetic implementation of length.

Future work is needed on non-lexical geminates in order to

tease apart any fundamental differences between phonological

and phonetic lengthening. Within lexical geminates, a closer

look at grammatical categories is required in order to explore

any differences between morpheme internal geminates, as found

in nouns, and cross-morpheme boundaries which can be seen as

the result of two consonants (Hayes, 1989; Local and Simpson,

1988).Work is also currently under way to examine other conso-

nant categories (stops, nasals, and laterals). As Payne (2006)

notes, the relatively smaller effect of non-temporal as opposed to

temporal cues that was witnessed in fricatives may be due to the

fact that there is less room for changes in this crowded class of

sounds; for instance, any retraction or palatalization of an alveo-

lar fricative may lead it to become too similar to a post-alveolar

fricative. Differences in tongue shape and place of articulation

between singleton and geminate consonants have been reported

elsewhere for stops and laterals (e.g., Local and Simpson, 1988;

Payne, 2006) and would require a different interpretation regard-

ing the phonological targets for each. These are currently being

examined for LA.
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APPENDIX

List of words used in this study with the IPA transcrip-

tion and the meaning, according to phoneme and syllable

structure (Table IV).

FIG. 9. (Color online) ROC curves of ten best classification models of the gemi-

nate category (PV¼ preceding vowel, MF¼medial fricative, FV¼ following

vowel, Vd¼ voiced, Vs¼ voiceless, On¼ onset, Md¼midpoint, Of¼ offset,

Dyn Amp¼ dynamic amplitude Ad).
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